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Semiempirical interatomic potentials are developed for silicon and carbon by

modeling the total energy of the system using tight-binding approaches. The param-

eters of the models were obtained by fitting to results from accurate first-principles

Local Density Functional calculations. Applications to the computation of phonons

as a function of volume for diamond-structured silicon and carbon and the thermal

expansions for silicon and diamond yields results w:hich agree well with experiment.

The physical origin of the negative thermal expansion observed in silicon is explained.

A tight-binding total energy model is generated capable of describing carbon systems

with a variety of atomic coordinations and topologies. The model reproduces the to-

tal energy versus volume curves of various carbon polytypes as well as phonons and

elastic constants of diamond and graphite. The model has also heel, used in the

molecular-dynamics simulation of the properties of carbon clusters. The calculated

ground-state geometries of small clusters (U 2 -U 10) correlates well with results from

accurate quantum chemical calculations, and the structural trend of clusters from C2

to G'60 are investigated.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In physics, chemistry, and materials science, there are many problems which

require for their solution a knowledge of the total energy of a system of atoms as a

function of the atomic positions. Such a function Etot{_i}, where {_'i} represents

a set of atomic coordinates, can be used to model the behavior of the system in a

variety of situations. An apparent example is the determination of the equilibrium

configurations of a coUection of atoms. As the atomic positions {7/} change, Etot{_i}

changes accordingly. The equilibrium atomic pattern is obtained when Eto _ reaches

its minimum value. More examples of the topics that can be studied are: phonon

dispersions, surface reconstructions, structures of liquid and amorphous states, and

mechanical and thermal properties of materials.

The accurate determination of gto t as a function of atomic configuration is

essentially a quantum mechanical problem which involves solving the Schrodinger

equation for a system of many electrons moving in a field of ionic potentials. Exact

solutions are most of the thae unavailable either because of analytical difficulties or

because of numerical complexities unless appropriate approximations are made.

One of the approaches developed in the last fifteen years is the Density Func-

tional Theory (DFT) with the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [1]. DFT states

that the total ground state energy of an electron system in the presence of an applied



potential is a unique functional of the electron density only, and reduces the many

electron problem to a set of effective one electron problems which have to be solved

self-consistently. LDA has a key assumption that the non-local exchange-correlation

energy density due to the electron-electron interaction can be approximated by a

local function of the local electron density with the form of the local function de-

termined from results for a uniform electron gas. The calculations performed in the

Density Functional Formalism are fixst-principles (or ab-initio) calculations: the only

information needed as input data are the atomic numbers of the dements involved.

DFT with LDA has been applied to calculate the Eto t for perfect crystals, and has

proved to yield very accurate and reliable results compared with various experimental

data. With the advent of supercomputers, self-consistent DFT has been introduced

into more complicated studies such as simulations of the liquid and amorphous states

of silicon and carbon (considering small number of atoms) [2, 3, 4, 5] with the Car-

ParrineUo approach [6], a method which combines molecular dynamics with LDA. For

most of the complex problems involving large systems (e.g., clusters of large size) or

requiring statistical averages (e.g., molecular-dynamics simulations of phase change),

DFT calculations are at present not feasible because they are computationaUy very

costly. However, they can provide valuable results to benchmark the accuracies of

other more empirical approaches.

There have been attempts to avoid the cumbersome, expensive and sometimes

insufficiently accurate direct solutions of the Schrodinger equation. Numerous phe-

nomenological treatments of Etot{fi} as a function of {li} have been proposed.

These theoretical treatments of the properties of materials start from the descrip-

tion of inter-particle potentials of a many particle system, of which the functional
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forms are designed so that g_o _ gives a correct picture of the interactions among

the particles, and the selected parameters are usually fit to reliable experimental or

theoretical results. It is expected that the ntodel potential is sufficiently easy to

calculate, and gives a sufficiently accurate description of the real physical system

of interest, so that one can perform realistic calculations of the properties for quite

large systems. Although approaches like this wiU inevitably involve a significant loss

of accuracy, compared with first-principles LDA calculations, development in this

direction has continued to be very active over the last decade because of the growing

demand in materials studies. Potential models with different approximations have

been proposed for different applications in modeling material behaviors.

In this thesis, focus is placed on silicon and carbon systems. In addition to

interests in technology, these systems are interesting scientifically because of the

presence of strongly directional covalent bonding which stabilizes the occurence of

the diamond structure for both elements. In addition, carbon systems can exhibit

a wide variety of coordination numbers from 2 (linear chains or carbyne phase), to

3 in graphite and 4 in diamond. The presence of directional bonds also invalidates

the use of traditional simple classical two-body potentials. It is worthwhile then to

go through briefly some relevant previous work in this respect before going on to our

present models.

Empirical potential models devoloped previously can be divided into mainly two

classes. One class describes the properties of small distortions around the equilibrium

lattice positions for use in studies of lattice dynamics and elastic deformation. Such

potentials can be quite inaccurate when extrapolated to situations far away from the

equilibrium lattice positions. The other class focuses attention on a correct global



description of the relative energetics and equilibrium lattice volumes of the solid in

various crystalline structures.

The empirical models devoted to the accurate description of lattice dynamics of

solids, especially diamond structured materials, started with a classic paper by Born

[7]. He proposed a model with nearest-neighbor central and noncentral force constants

which were determined from the experimental elastic constants. In his model, the

stability of the diamond lattice against shear distortions is provided by the noncentral

force constants. However, severe discrepancies were found between the predictions of

Born's model and the results of the inelastic-neutron-scattering experiments [8] later

performed. A serious deficiency lies in the fact that, due to the short-ranged nature

of the model, it fails to describe the flattening of the transverse acoustic phonon

branches with very low frequencies . In addition, the noncentral two-body forces

of this model also violate the rotation invariance condition. The need to improve

Born's model has inspired much relevant work in this direction. Approaches such

as the shell model [9], the bond-charge model [10] and the Keating model [11] were

proposed to overcome the shortcomings associated with Born's model. The related

models in this direction are mainly constructed to treat accurately small distortions

from the ground state in a system, so they usually cannot describe the energy of

states that differ significantly from the ground state. (The functional forms of these

approaches are analogous to Taylor expansion of the energy about its minimum.)

The second approach started from the construction of pair potentials, which is

usually the second term in the expansion of N-body interactions. A few examples of

pair potentials are the Lennard-Jones potential and the exponential Morse potential.

Such potentials can be directly applied to a completely arbitrary configuration of



atoms, but they do not accurately describe any but the simplest closed-shell systems,

such as rare-gas atoms, simple metals, and highly ionic systems. Pair potentials

are con, pletely inapplicable in covalent systems, such as semiconductors, ceramics,

polymers, and refractory metals. This approach can be improved by incorporating

three-body terms into the total energy of the N-body system [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

The added terms V(r"ij,r-_k,r-_k ) describe the interactions among 3 particles i,j,and

k, so that energy changes due to bond-bending can be taken into consideration and

that open structures such as covalent systems can be stabilized. For example, in a

potential model for Si proposed by StiLlinger and Weber [12] bond angle terms have

been added to Eto _ in order to stabilize the diamond structure. A newer approach

to the three-body potential was introduced by Biswas and Hamann [13], who used

the available cohesive energies of the polytypes of silicon from LDA calculations as a

database, and fitted the parameters to reproduce the energy versus volume behavior

over a wide range of coordination and bonding topology. More recently, a potential

was proposed by Tersoff [14, 15], with an idea that, in real systems, the bond order

(i.e., the strength of each bond) depends upon the local environment. However, all

of these potential models show the inability (more or less) to describe a wide range

of bonding geometries. It has been pointed out, for example, that the StiUinger-

Weber potential works weU for crystaUine and liquid silicon but not for amorphous

silicon {18], the Biswas-Hamann model cannot describe the energetics of ali the diverse

bonding geometries which they initially considered [19], and the Tersoff-potential (for

carbon) has a problem dealing with small clusters [20]. It has also been reported [17]

that none of these three models provides a fuUy satisfactory description of the lattice

vibrations of silicon.



It is then worthwhile to reconsider the advantages and shortcomings of empirical

methods in studying the physical and chemical properties of a system, in order to

find where future developments of total energy modeling can be made. On one hand,

empirical interatomic potentials can model the total energy E_o_ of a set of particles

as a simple and explicit function of particle coordinates. The functional form and

the selection of parameters are under the users' control in fitting to some reliable ex-

perimental data or theoretical LDA results. The simple functional form of the total

energy makes calculation convenient even for a complicated quantum-mechanical sys-

tem. Also with many simplifications, the results of empirical calculations can often

be given a simple physical or chemical interpretation, so that the same ideas can be

a qualitative guide in more complicated cases. Moreover, there are always interesting

problems which are beyond the reach of ab-initio approaches, but which are solvable

in the regime of empirical modeling. On the other hand, empirical potentials have

been reported to have some problems in describing physical systems. The reason is

that when various approximations are made to a complex many-body system, the

picture the models depicted can deviate significantly from that of a quantum me-

chanical treatment. The ability of such potentials to accurately describe the diverse

properties of real materials thus remains controversial.

Recently, there have been efforts in developing empirical approaches, which are

practical in computation and which are closer to quantum mechanical descriptions

of physical systems. The total energy Eto _ in these models is usually written as

the combination of a quantum term and a classical term. A popular approach is

the tight-binding (TB) model, which takes the electronic band structure energy Eh8

(see Chapter 2 for details) explicitly into account in the total energy expression and



treats the rest of the total energy by parametrized analytical models or by param-

eters [21, 22]. An example of using TB models in lattice dynamics studies dates

back to the 70's, when W. Weber and C.._. Varma [23] used a TB model to study

the phonon anornalies in refractory metal alloys and compounds. Their model was

very successful in describing the experimentally observed phonon dispersion curves

because of the inclusion of long-range interactions in EbB. The model which is most

widely applied to semiconductors and their surfaces was introduced by Chadi [22],

who utilizes a scaling function r -2 [21] with 8p3 parameters and models the repulsive

term as a polynomial. However, it has been known that the Chadi model works well

only for diamond-structured (or zincblende-structured) materials. This is not only

because the Chadi parameters were fitted only to properties of diamond structures,

but also because the r -2 scaling factor is too simple to describe 8p3 parameters as

a function of r. Later developed TB models show lots of similarities to the earlier

ones in the ways of scaling 8p3 parameters, except for a recent one for Si designed

by Pettifor et al. [24], who further adjusted sp parameters and rescaled the parame-

ters' r-dependence as exponential functions. Pettifor's approach reproduced cohesive

energies for Si prototypes compared with those of LDA, and also predicted well the

structures and energetics of small Si clusters. TB models have been mostly successful

in their applications. Further improvement in this direction may allow more realistic

atomistic simulations of complex structures. Motivated by these, we fitted and gen-

erated some new TB potentials and used them in the theoretical studies of structural,

energetic, and dynamical properties of Si and C.

The contents of the thesis are arranged into the following four chapters: Chapter

2, derives the total energy expression of an electron-ion system in the LDA approach,



and discusses the TB total energy models and their applications, Chapter 3 presents

the results of thermal expansion calculations for Si and C using a TB approach [25],

Chapter 4 describes the generation of a new TB interatomic potential for carbon, and

Chapter 5 shows the application of the new generated TB model to the molecular-

dynamics simulations of carbon clusters (C 2 - C60).



CHAPTER 2. TOTAL ENERGY EXPRESSIONS

The total energy of a complex electron-ion system is considered from the point

of view of quantum-mechanics. Simplifications such as the adiabatic approximation

and single-particle approximation are made so that the total energy can be written

in forms that are useful for theoretical modeling. The total energy expressions in the

LDA approach are presented, providing a theoretical background for using the form

E$o$ = Eh8 + U in the TB models. A comparison of these approaches to the total

energy may give insight to where improvements of empirical TB models can be made.

General Eto t Expression

The Hamiltonian for a system of an array of atoms is

//= T_+ Tc+ Voc+ V_e+ gee. (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), T is the kinetic-energy operator, and V is the potential energy; the

subscript c refers to the ion cores and e to the valence electrons. In the adiabatic

approximation for the electron-ion system, the electrons are assumed to respond

instantaneously to the ionic motion. Thus we may write for the total energy of the

system (at zero temperature, neglecting zero point motion)
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Eto t = Eel + Eion, (2.2)

where Eel is the total electronic energy which depends on ionic configurations and

Eio n is the ionic energy corresponding to the Coulomb interaction of static ions.

The Eel is defined in quantum mechanics to be

Eel = (_ I He/I _), (2.3)

where

Hel = Te + Vec + Vee (2.4)

is the Hamiltonian of electronic part, and • is the electronic ground-state wavefunc-

tion.

LDA Approach

The framework of the D FT with LD A has been an elaborate approach to the

description of the total energy of an electron-ion system. The DFT of Hohenberg

and Kohn proved that the total electronic energy Eel is a unique functional of the

charge density n(r), (for simplicity, we write r instead of _', and dr instead of d3r),

i.e._

1

Eeltn ] = T[n] + f V(r)n(r)dr + _ f n(r)n(rt)v(r - rt)drd/ + Ezc[n], (2.5)

where Tin] is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting system of electrons having

a ground state density of n(r), and V(r) and v(r) represent the electron-ion and
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electron- electron interactions respectively. The term Ezc[n] is the exchange and

correlation energy of the interacting many-electron system with density n(r).

Hohenberg and Kohn showed that Eel is a minimum for the correct charge

density of the many-particle ground state. Kohn and Sham proved that the ground-

state density n(r) can be obtained if the following set of Kohn-Sham equations is

solved self-consistently

h¢i(r)- [-_V 2 + Veff(r)]¢i- ei¢i, (2.6)

Veff(r ) - V(r) -k f n(rl)v(r - rl)dr I q- #zc(r), (2.7)

= I¢£(,)12. (2.8)
i

Here ¢i(r) are orthonormal eigenfunctions and ei are the associated eigenvalues of

the one-body Hamiltonian h in Eq. (2.6), and the sum in Eq. (2.8) extends over the

lowest occupied eigenvalues. The exchange potential is given by

6Ezc[n] (2.9)
zc= 6n(r) "

A common approximation for Ezc[n] has the local form

Ezc[n] = f n(r)ezc(n(r))dr, (2.10)

where ezc(n(r)) is the exchange and correlation energy per electron of a uniform

electron gas of density n, so we have #rc = #rc(rr(r)) = d(n(r)ezc(rt))/dn. In this
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form, the total energy may be expressed in terms of the sums of the eigenvalues of

the occupied states and a correction term for electron-electron interactions:

Eto t = Eio n + Ebs[n]- Eee[n], (2.11)

where

Ebs[n ] = _ ei
i

1

+ f dr f drtn(r)v(r - rt)n(r t) + f drn(r)pzc(n(r)), (2.12)

and

1

Eee[n] = _ f dr f drtn(r)v(r- rt)n(r t) -4-f drn(r)[pzc(n(r))- ezc(n(r))] (2.13)

Eto t in TB Models and the Associated Applications

In the construction of the totM energy models using tight-binding approaches,

the expression Eto t = Ebs + U, where U = Eio n - Eee, is often used. Instead of

solving the elaborate system of serf-consistent Schrodinger equations for Etot, Ebs in

our models is obtained by summing over ei, the lowest N eigenvalues of an empirical

TB Hamiltonian (details of the TB method are described in Appendix A), and U is

modeled by short-ranged empirical functional forms so that Eto t fits available data

from accurate LDA calculations for some reference systems.
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This simple TB approach has been widely used in theoretical studies because of

its advantage in partially including quantum-mechanical terms. Some examples are :

i) In studying the lattice dynamics of a crystal, we have the force-constant

02Etot

Kia,j _ = OziaOzj/5, with i and j denoting two atoms in unit ceils, z the atomic
displacements, and ct and B components of atomic displacements in cartesian coor-

dinates. Using 2nd order perturbation theory,

_. O2U c92h

• Kia,j _ = OziaOzj_ + 2Y_rtfrt(rt ] OziaOzj lh)

+ 2 f" - S,/(,, I oh oh
O--_a ITri)(_' ] ITr), (2.14)

,n,,,n,i _'n, -- _',n,f

where h is the tight-binding one-electron Hamiltonian, [¢t) are electronic eigenstates,

and ftr are Fermi occupation factors. The first term is short-ranged because U is

short-ranged in nature. The second and the third terms represent the contributions

02h
from E_s. The integrals (Tr [ Z_--_[n) in the second term extend to the same range

as the TB parameters. But the third term is long-ranged, even when atoms i and j

are far apart, their interactions can be mediated by electronic excitations across the

Fermi level (En - E ! ).

Because the TB total energy models involve naturally the underlying electronic

structure in the description of the system, effects such as long-range interactions be-

tween ions and angular restoring forces in covalently bonded systems can be correctly

included without the introduction of ad-hoc terms as in classical potential models.

Applications of such models resulted in much successful work on the lattice dynamics

of materials with different bonding mechanisms.

_ ii) The Eto t = Ebs + U form has also been used to determine the cohesion and
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structure of solids. In some frequently used TB models the scaling function s(r)

(see Appendix A) is simply choosen as r -2, and U as a polynomial function of r.

The resulting Etot(r) is then used to determine properties such as cohesive energies

vs. volume, bulk modulus, and equilibrium structures. However, such models have

difficulty in reproducing simultaneously _he properties of different crystalline phases

of the material. For example, if the parameters or coefficients in Ebs(r) and U(r)

were fitted to accurate data for diamond-structure crystal, the model is good only

for the description of this specific structure but not for others such as simple cubic,

fcc, etc. of the same material. The adjustment of s(r) and also U(r) is essential to

obtain transferability of the TB models. We will discuss an exponential-like form for

s(r) and g(r)in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3. THERMAL EXPANSION OF SI AND DIAMOND

In this chapter, we will use the phonon dispersion curves and lattice mode

G1qineisen parameters obtained from a tight binding approach to calculate the coef-

ficients of thermal expansion for crystalline Si and diamond. The results are found

to be in good agreement with experimental data. In particular, crystalline silicon

exhibits the well-known negative thermal expansion behavior at low temperatures.

The origin of the negative thermal expansion is examined and we find that the differ-

ent thermal expansion behaviors between Si and C can be explained by the different

relative strengths of bond-bending and bond-stretching forces.

Introduction

In studying the dynamics of solids the assumption of small oscillations of ions

about their equilibrium sites is usually made. The ionic interaction energy of a solid

is then expanded about equilibrium ionic positions, and appropriate approximations

are made by retaining certain terms in the expansion and discarding the others, so

that different physical phenomena can be separately discussed. An approximation

including the first two terms in the expansion is a harmonic model. The cubic and

higher-order terms contribute anharmonic effects to ionic motions.

Thermal expansion is a phenomenon which relates to the anharmonic motions
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1_ .JTf_

of ions in a solid. The coefficient of thermal expansion is defined as: ct = 3---_7(_rr)p,

where V. T, and P represent the volume, temperature, and pressure of the solid of

interest, respectively.

Th_::rm_l expansion in semiconductors is a topic of some technological as well as

scientific interest since it plays an important role in determining the residual stresses

in solid-state devices. While most materials expand upon heating, many tetrahedral

semiconductors (e.g., Si, Ge, and GaAs) exhibit negative thermal expansion at low

temperatures [26, 27, 28, 20], i.e., the solids contract when heated. This problem has

received a fair amount of theoretical attention, mostly empirical studies relying heav-

ily upon experimental input [:30]. An exception is the recent work of Biernacki and

Scheffier [31], who calculated the negative thermal expansion of Si with a simple model

based on two force constants extracted from local density functional calculations. It

is generMly believed that the unusual negative thermal expansion behavior can be

attributed to the negative Griineisen parameters (i.e., phonon frequency increases as

crystal volume increases) of the transverse acoustic (TA) phonons near the Brillouin

zone boundary, which have also been reproduced by first principles theories [32, :33].

Using Si and C as prototypicaa tetrahedral semiconductor systems, we demonstrate

that a simple tight-binding model [25] can describe the thermal expansion behavior

accurately in these systems without fitting to experimental information. The ori-

gin of the negative thermal expansion behavior is explained with a simple physical

model. The difference in thermal expansion behavior between Si and C arises from

the difference in the relative strengths of the central forces and angular forces in the

crystal in agreement with ideas in previous investigations [34].
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Calculation

We start from obtaining the free energy, F, of a crystal as a function of the

volume V and the temperature T, in order to determine the thermal expansion and

compressibility of the system by the V, T relation involved.

The free energy of the system can be expressed as

1

F(V,T) = E(V) + _ _. hvi(V) + kBT _ In[1- er.p(-hvi(V)/kBT)] (3.1)z i

where E(V) is the energy of the static lattice with volume V, and vi(V ) are the

normal.mode frequencies of small-amplitude oscillations for the crystal at volume

V. The employment of Eq. (3.1) in the present case needs an assumption (besides

the adiabatic approximation) that the phonon energy levels of the system are those

of independent harmonic oscillators with volume-dependent frequencies vi(V ) , the

quasiharmonic approximation [35]. The term quasiharmonic is often used to refer to

that anharmonic effect which gives a volume dependence to the phonon frequencies.

To obtain the phonon frequencies vi at a given crystal volume, we employ a

simple model in which the total energy of the crystal E(V) is expressed as a sum of

two terms: Eba , the electronic band structure energy, is the sum of single-electron

energies over all occupied electronic states, and U = ½ _-,i,j ¢(rij), is a sum of nearest-

neighbour pair interactions. The band structure is evaluated using an empirical tight-

binding model following the previous work of Chadi [36, 37]. The nearest-neighbor

8p3 parameters are determined by fitting the electronic bands of Si and C in diamond

structures: es = -5.25eV, ep = 1.20eV, V88¢r = -1.938eV, Vspa" = 1.745eV,

Vppcr -- 3 "_-'" -- _ "" "'_" Si; -- _ o _1 .,z.uu=v, _zm vpFr = 1 [o_ _ ""-
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Vgs_r = -5.55eV, Vspo. = 5.91eV_ " Vppo. = 7.78eV, and VppTr = -2.50eV for C.

These parameters are scaled with interatomic separation r as r -2. Unlike the Chadi

model [37], the short-ranged pair potential _(r) in our calculation is determined

[25] by subtracting the EbB contribution from first principles local-density functional

results for the volume-dependent total energy of the crystal in the ideal diamond

structure [33, 38]. Thus the parameters of our model can be extracted entirely from

first principles calculations without fitting to any experimental data.

The force-constant matrix is obtained by taking second derivatives of the total

energy with respect to the atomic displacements and, using second order perturbation

theory, can be expressed as

a2U . 021/

Kia,j _ = OziaO:r,j_ + 2 __. fnr( nk I OziaOzj/31 n_>nk

+2 E I au au Inf¢>,(3.2)

where H is the tight-binding Hamiltonian, Ink) are electronic states, and fn_ are

Fermi occupation factors. The first term in Eq. (3.2) is the contribution from the

short-ranged pair potential. The second and the third terms represent the contribu-

tions from the electronic band structure.

Using the above force-constant matrices, we can evaluate the dynamical matrix

[39] for any wave vector _. We obtained the phonon frequencies on a grid of 240

wavevectors in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. The calculated dispersion

curves for Si and t2 are compared with experimental data in Figure 1. Good agree-

ment is achieved for the acoustic phonon modes. Our model tends to overestimate
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Figure 1: Phonon dispersion curves for a)Si, and b) diamond. Solid lines show the
tight-binding calculation results. The experimental data (open circles)
are from Ref. 26.
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the optical mode frequencies by -_10%. Using the calculated phonon frequencies,

F(V, T) is evaluated for a set of volumes and temperatures. The equilibrium volumes

at various temperatures are determined by minimizing F(V, T) as a function of V.

The results for the Unear expansion coefficients of Si and diamond are shown in Fig-

ure 2 in comparison with experimental results [40, 26]. Our calculations give a very

good description of the thermal expansion in both Si and diamond. In particular,

the low-temperature negative thermal expansion behavior in Si and the absence of

negative thermal expansion in diamond are weU reproduced.

Explanation of Negative Thermal Expansion

From Eq. (3.1), the thermal expansion coefficient can be related to the Grfineisen

parameters of the various phonon modes [41]

1 d

a - 3BoV _.Tihui -d--_([exp(hvi/kBT ) - 11-1} (3.3)g

in which 7i = -d(lnui)/d(InV) is the Griineisen parameter for the i th normal-mode.

gq. (3.3) shows that a negative thermal expansion can only occur when some of

the phonon modes have negative Griineisen parameters. Since the interatomic forces

in the crystal usually weaken when the lattice expands, the Griineisen parameters

are usually positive for all the phonon modes in most materials. The results for the

Griineisen parameters of Si and diamond are plotted respectively in Figure 3 (a,b),

where available experimental data [26] are also displayed. The acoustic phonon modes

of Si behave anomalously: strong negative Griineisen parameters are found for the

TA branches, especially near the BriLlouin zone boundaries X and L. On the

other hand, such behavior is not observed in the corresponding phonon branches of
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diamond.

The physical origin of the anomalous behavior of the TA modes in Si can be

elucidated by a simple model where we consider only nearest neighbor interactions.

We show in Figure 4 the patterns of atomic vibrations associated with the TA(X)

and the TA(L) modes. The polarizations of these two modes are determined

by the symmetry of the diamond lattice and are associated with pure bond-bending

motion: the bonds between atoms are either undisturbed or are distorted by atomic

motions perpendicular to the bonds. In such cases, we can describe the restoring

force on the atoms as the sum of a central force part CVcenand a non-central angular

part Wnon_ce n coming from the directional covalent bonds stabilizing the diamond

structure. Thus

w2 -- W2en + W2on_ce. (3.4)

The central force contribution is well described by a spring model. For displacements

perpendicular to a spring, the restoring force depends on the tension in the spring

(Ts). At the equilibrium volume V0 the tension in the spring is zero and w0 -

Wnon_ce n. Thus W2en=0 for V = V0. When V > V0 the spring is stretched, Ts > 0

giving a restoring force W2en > 0. When V < V0, the spring is compressed, Ts < 0

leading to W2en < 0. We can relate W2en to the bulk modulus as follows:

First, the central force contribution to the force constant is related to the spring

tension and the bond length d,
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Figure 4: Vibrational motion corresponding to the a)TA(X) mode, and b) TA(L)
mode in the diamond structure. The displacements of the ions are along
the [110] direction in (a) and along the [112] direction in (b).
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Now Ts is related to the spring constant k and the deviation of the bond length

from its equilibrium value d0. Then k and d-d o can be related to the bulk modulus

B 0 and A V/V O. Thus,

Ts = k(d- do) , (3.6)

and

2xlk(d-do)2= _ B0(_--_)2 V0 (3.7)

Finally,

d(wcen/w0 ) 4C _ (3.8)

Thus 7cen is negative. This is the origin of the negative Grfineisen behavior of

the TA modes in Si.

To get a complete description, we have to obtain the contribution from the

angular forces. Using the bond orbital approximation [42], the change in covalent

bond energy when the lattice is distorted with bond-bending motion is dE ce 7102

where rI is the tight-binding matrix element between bond orbitals on the two atoms

at the ends of the bond and 0 is the angle of rotation of the bond. Now r/varies as

2 varies as 1/d 41/d 2 and 0 = 2u/d where u is the atomic displacement, so Wnon_ce n

Thus,

2

7non-cen =-dClnwnon-cen)/dClnV) = _. (3.9)

Within our simple model, the Griineisen parameters of the TA(X) and TA(L)

modes can be written as

=2 4c
3 2
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By using the bulk modull and phonon frequencies from our tight-binding cal-

culations, we can estimate from Eq. (3.10) the TA(X) and TA(L) mode Griineisen

parameters of Si, diamond, and Ge. The results are listed in Table 1. Our model

predicts that the TA modes have negative Griineisen behavior in Si and Ge but not

in diamond. The reason for the difference ie that the directional covalent bonding

is much stronger in diamond than in Si. Thus the angular forces are dominant in

diamond and our analysis indicates that non-central forces favor positive Griineisen

behavior. For negative thermal expansion, the angular forces should be weak but not

absent, because otherwise the diamond structure would not be stable at all.

Conclusion

The above model can also be applied to the discussion of thermal expansion

of zincblende semiconductors, although the analysis wiU be much more complicated

because of the unequal masses of the atoms in the zincblende structure. However, in

such cases, we expect tight-binding calculations wiU stiU give accurate answers.

We have shown that detailed calculations based on a simple tight-binding model

can provide accurate thermal expansion results (for Si and diamond). We have given

a microscopic analysis of the origin of the anomalous mode (TA(X) and TA(L))

Griineisen parameters in Si. Our analysis provides a simple explanation of the nega-

tive thermal expansion behavior in Si and the difference in thermal expansion behav-

ior of diamond and Si. We hope our work will provide a basis for considering thermal

expansion behavior in more complicated materials such as amorphous semiconduc-

tors, graphitic fibers, and polymer chains.
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Table 1: The Grfineisen parameters 7TA(X) and 7TA(L) for Si, diamond and Ge

are calculated from Eq. 3.10. The estimated 7TA(X) and 7TA(L) are

compared with experimental data (Ref. 26) and Tight-Binding' calculation
results. /

Si diamond Ge

7TA(X)(WS-calc.) -1.08 0.042

7TA(X)(expt.) -1.4 -1.53

_/TA(X)(Eq. 3.10) -1.67 0.017 -1.08

7TA(L)(WB-calc.) -1.15 -0.047

7TA(L)(expt.) -1.3 -0.4

7TA(L)(Eq. 3.10) -1.54 -0.060 -0.77
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CHAPTER 4. A TB POTENTIAL FOR CARBON

• ._- ._f_

Although the TB model describedin Chapter 3 has been successfulin quitea

number of applications (see for example, Ref. [25, 43, 44]), we found that it does not

always yield satisfactory results when applied to the calculations of a broader range

of atomic configurations, (for example, the structures of the liquid and amorphous

states of Si and C and the geometries of Si and C clusters), in other words, the

model is not transferable. The development of transferable models for Si and C then

becomes an immediate task if we are to study many interesting problems in complex

systems of these materials through practical computation.

In this chapter we will describe the construction of a new interatomic potential

for carbon using the tight-binding approach. The model reproduces faithfully the

energy versus volume diagram of carbon polytypes as well as the elastic constants

and phonon frequencies of carbon in the diamond and graphite structures. To further

test the transferability of the model to different atomic environments, we have also

performed molecular-dynamics simulations to study clusters and the liquid phase.

Introduction

Carbon, with atomic number 6 and ground-state electronic configuration 1822822p 2,
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with each other some of the strongest chemical bonds. As a consequence the sym-

metrical tetrahedral bonding in diamond causes it to be the hardest and strongest

known material, and the asymmetrical resonance and Tr-bonding in graphite causes

it to be the strongest known material in two-dimensions (the a-b planes) but weak

in the c-direction. Carbon's uniquely strong bonds and high melting point make it

at once fascinating and technologically important.

Since the carbon phase diagram originally proposed by Bundy [45](a), and exper-

iments of the 1960s and 1970s [45](b), the properties of condensed phases of carbon

have been investigated widely both experimently and theoretically, of which those at

extreme conditions have received special interest.

One example is the high-pressure properties of carbon. The use of the diamond

anvil cell is of enormous importance in high-pressure physics [46], for example the

determination of the structural stability and general high-pressure behavior of solids

in solid state physics. With the techniques using diamond anvil cells, the stability of

diamond effectively imposes an upper bound on the pressures which can be statically

generated in the laboratory.

Another example is carbon clusters (sometimes refered to as poly-carbons) [47].

In the last decade, there have been advances of methods for the production of cold

cluster beams, containing species up to C200. The properties and spectroscopy of

these Cn species show fascinating and unexpected complexities in the laboratory.

And it has become apparent that these species are possible contributors to the for-

mation of the carbon dust, diffuse interstellar bands, etc. which are of astrophysical

significance [48].

The study of carhn- hA_ received more attention because of the recent discovery
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of a new form of carbon: molecular U60 or solid U60 [49]. It is found that the unusu-

ally large abundance and low reactivity of the C60 cluster were due to its assuming

the structure of a soccerball with the C atoms situated at each vertex [50] (see Fig-

ure 5). The preparation of C60 molecular solids, the measurement and calculation

of its propertics, including the mysterious high-temperature superconductivity [51],

opened a new, very active research area.

Other challenging topics include the properties of disordered phases such as the

liquid and amorphous states [52, 4, 5]. Liquid carbon was previously conjectured not

to cr_t at atmospheric pressure, but recent reports suggested it may exist at least

in a small range of temperature at low pressures. Amorphous state materials can

be obtained through methods such as condensing the vapor Or quenching the liquid.

There is considerable interest in the conditions under which liquid and amorphous

carbon can form and exist, in the formation mechanisms of these systems, and in

their structural and energetic properties. Studies on these disordered systems are

at an early state where theory requires direct and reliable experimental results to

develop models, and experiment needs accurate and fundamental theoretical models

to obtain physical insight.

The theoretical study of carbon condensed phases has attracted a lot of atten-

tion. Accurate and reliable results have been calculated for various systems using

DFT with LDA, of which, the most notable are the general high-pressure prop-

erties of crystalline phases [53]. Accurate quantum chemical calculation results

(with con_guration-interactions included) are available for small carbon clusters I54].

Molecular dynamics studies of small liquid and amorphous carbon systems have been

carried out within LDA using the Car-ParrineUo method I4, 5]. However, as we
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Figure 5: BuckminsterfuUerene Cluster (C60).
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have shown in the general introduction, for complex carbon systems, first-principles

studies are limited because of its intense demand in computation. On the other

hand, empirical interatomic potentials applicable to carbon systems have only re-

cently been developed. A very recent work is that of Tersoff [15], who constructed

a bond-order-related three-body potential for carbon. The test of the potential was

made by calculating the cohesive energies of several carbon polytypes, as well as a

few selected properties in diamond and graphite. Although the accuracy of these

calculations, based on comparison with experiment or with the LDA, is impressive,

there have been some doubts about the reliability of the Tersoff model when applied

to carbon clusters Cn of _ __ 50. In particular, there is evidence that the model is

not valid in describing clusters of size _ _ 10 [20].

It is therefore our intention to generate new interatomic potential models for

carbon, which can accurately predict a wider range of properties. Since there have

been lots of new models proposed for Si [12, 13, 14], we have attempted to utilize

some of them as a guide, considering the similarities of the two elements in forming

chemical bonds. A recent TB potential model by Pettifor, et al. [24] has been

successful in reproducing accurately the energies of polytypes of Si, as well as the

structure of small Si clusters. The model is believed to be better than the three-body

potentials (such as the StiUinger-Weber model, the Biswas-Hamann model, and the

Tersoff model) in its quantum-mechanical description of chemical bonding, and also

in its ability to predict properties of Si systems.

In this chapter, we generated a tight-binding interatomic potential for carbon,

which absorbs the scaling forms of the TB hopping parameters and the pair-wise po-

tential vs. interatomic separation from Pettifor et al. [24] for Si. The transferability
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of the model has been widely tested, and its usefulness was proved.

Generating TB Interatomic Potential

We write the total energy in our model as

Ezo_ = Ebs + Erep, (4.1)

where Ebs is the sum of single-electron energies over all occupied electronic states, and

Erep, is a term related to the sum of nearest-neighbor pair interactions. The single-

electronic energies are obtained by solving an empirical tight-binding Hamiltonian, of

which the off-diagonal elements are described by a set of orthogonal 8p3 two-center

hopping parameters, Vss_, Vspcr, Vppcr and VppTr, scaled with interatomic separation

r as a function 8(r); and the on-site elements are the orbital energies of a neutral atom.

The remainder -_f the Eto _ is a repulsive term Erep, which corrects for the double

counting of the electron-electron interactions in EbB, models the ion-ion repulsion,

: and takes account of the effect due to the non-orthogonality of the atomic orbitals.

" We model this term as

Erep = _ f(_-_ ¢(rij)), (4.2)
i j

where ¢(rij) is a pair-wise potential between atoms i and j, and f is assumed to

be an nth order polynomial with n = 5. We adopt the functional form suggested

by Goodwin, Skinner, and Pettifor [24] (GSP) for the scaling function s(r) and the

peu_-wl_c pw_n_laa q_r ):
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8(r) - ( rr__O_)nexp[n{_ ( r_._rc)no +(r-'_rO)nc}] (4.3)

and

r do¢(r) = ¢0( )mezP[m{-(--d-ge)mc + (_c)mC}] (4.4)

where r 0 denotes the nearest-neighbor atomic separatio._s in the equilibrium diamond

carbon, and n, nc, rc, CO,ro, dc and mc are parameters that need to be determined.

Unlike the GSP model, the scaling parameters rc and nc for s(r) are not neces-

sarily the same as the corresponding de and mc for ¢(r) in our model. Moreover, we

require that the r dependence of the interactions, s(r) and ¢(r), to be such that they

go smoothly to zero at some designated cutoff distances. This is done in our model

by replacing the tail of s(r) with a third order polynomial ts(r) whose coefficients are

determined by requiring that the connectaon of s(r) and ts(r) at rl, (match point,

r1 <_rra), be smooth up to the first derivative, and ts(r) and its first derivative be

zero at rra. The same procedure is used to determine tc(r), which replaces the tail

of ¢(r). We chose the cutoff distance, for vm and dm as weil, to be 2.6 _, which

is between the nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor distance of carbon atoms

in the equilibrium diamond structure. (The match points r1 and d 1 are treated as

adjustable parameters in the fitting procedures.) We find that the TB potential with

such a treatment can yield consistent results when applied to a variety of structures

possessing different atomic coordinations.

The above parameters for the potential are chosen primarily by fitting the local

density functional results of energy vs. nearest-neighbor interatomic separation for

- different carbon polytypes [53], with weighting factors favoring lower-energy struc-
-
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tures, i.e., diamond, graphite and linear chain. Details of the fitting procedure are

discussed in Appendix B. Moreover, the additional constraints of having better elec-

tronic bands, elastic moduli and phonons in diamond are considered, though these

constraints do not enter explicitly into the fitting program. The resulting sp 3 tight-

binding parameters are: Es = -2.99eV, Ep = 3.71eV, Vsstr = -5.0eV, Vsptr = 4.7eV,

Vpp_ = 5.beV and VppTr = -1.55eV. The parameters for s(r) and ¢(r), the coeffi-

cients for the tail functions ts(r) and t_b(r), and the coefficients for the polynomial

function f(z) = zb=I a(n)x(n_l), with x = _j ¢(rij) are given in Table 2.

As one sees from Figure 6, these parameters reproduce excellently the energy

curves of the two most stable structures, graphite and diamond. The energy curve

of the linear chain is also sufficiently good. Although the model does not predict

well the shapes of the energy curves for higher-coordinated structures, it does yield

reasonably good cohesive energies and equilibrium volumes for these structures in

comparison with the results of LDA calculations [53]. Such a comparison is shown in

Figure 7.

To test the model's ability to predict phonons and elastic properties of carbon

systems, we have calculated the frequencies of the optical phonon at the gamma

point (VLTO(r)), as wen as the TA, TO, and LA modes at X (VTA(X), t/To(X )

and t/LA(X)) , and the elastic constants Cll - C12 , C04 and C44 in diamond. The

results, together with the experimental data [26] and those from Ref. [15], are listed in

Table 3. Very good agreement is achieved between our calculated phonon frequencies

and the experimental data [26] (errors all within 10% ). The elastic moduli are

adequately described_ though the estimated C11 - C12 is 40% smaller and that of

C44 is 20% smaller than those from experiment. We have also tested the phonons in
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Table 2: Parameters for the functions BCr) and _(r), and coefficients of tail func-

tions ts(r- rl) , t_(r -dl) and the polynomial function f(z) of our TB
interatomic potential of C. See Eqs. (4.3), (4.4) and the text for details.

, n_ r_(._) ro(_ ) riCA) r,n(._)
2.0 6.5 2.18 1.536 2.45 2.60

mc dc(A) dO(A ) dl(A ) dm(A)
3.303 8.666 2.105 1.64 2.57 2.60

co c1 c2 c3 c4
-3.9750 0.57212 -1.7896x10 -3 2.3539x10 -5 -1.2425x10 -7

a o a i a2 a3

ts(r - rl) 6.7393x10 -3 -8.1885x10 -2 0.19324 0.35349

b0 bl b2 b3

_(r - dl) 2.7493x10 -9 -1.7603x10 -? 2.5708x10 -6 8.0660x10 -6
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Figure 6: Cohesive energy vs. nearest-neighbor atomic distance curves for carbon
structures of diamond, graphite, and linear chain. Solid and dashed lines
show ihe results from tight-binding calculation and those from LDA cal-
culation, respectively. The LDA data for diamond are from Ref. 49.
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Figure 7: Cohesive energy vs. nearest-neighbor atomic distance curves for carbon
structures of diamond, graphite, linear chain, sc,/3-Sn, bcc, hcp and fcc.
The LDA data are from Ref. 53 except those of graphite and linear chain.
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graphite. The graphite structure has been considered as perfectly two dimensional

in our study, since the interlayer spacing of graphite is much larger than the cutoff

distance of our TB potential. Two phonon modes, E2g 2 and A2u , (Figure 8)

were calculated. The phonon frequencies are predicted well with the potential,

wTo(E2g2) =1664.0 cm -1 and wTo(A2u ) =973.2 cm -1, sufficiently close to the

experimental values 1582.0 (+- 1.0) cm -1 and 868.0 (+- 1.0) cm -1 [55]. These

satisfactory tests for diamond and graphite suggest that the potential model may have

the ability to describe the dynamical properties of a variety of carbon structures.

Small Carbon Clusters and the Liquid Phase

To further test the transferability of the model to different atomic environments,

we have also performed molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations using our TB inter-

atomic potential (see Chapter 5 for details) to study carbon systems in cluster form

and in the liquid phase. The time step used in these simulations is 0.7 × 10-15s.

We discuss our calculations for carbon clusters of size C2 - C10 , here paying

more attention to the ground state geometries and energy differences. Since the

application of the method to a wider range of carbon clusters (C 2 -C60) and details

of simulation annealing carbon clusters will be the subjects of Chapter 5, we present

only results of ground state geometries for C2 - C10 here. From Figure 9, we found

for 5 <_ 10, odd-numbered clusters prefer a linear structure, while even-numbered

clusters prefer a ring structure. This result agrees well with the accurate ab-initio

calculation result of Raghavachari et al. [54]. For the very small clusters (n __ 4),

the linear chain structure is found to be the most stable geometry. We also see an

impressive result that the comparisions of bond-length trends and variations in these
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Table 3: The values of some elastic coefficients and frequencies for diamond calcu-
lated from the current model are compared to values of experiment (Ref.
26) and an empirical model (Ref. 15). Elastic constants are in units of

1012dyn/cm 2 and the normal-mode frequencies are in terahertz.

Model Expt. JT
6.22 9.51 9.7

Cll O c12
c44 5.42
c44 4.75 5.76 6.4

vLTO(r) 37.80 39.90 46.8

VTA(X ) 22.42 24.20 24.1

VTO(X ) 33.75 32.0 33.6

VLA(X ) 34.75 35.5 39.0
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i A2 u

Figure 8: Phonons E2g 2 and A2u of the two-dimensional graphite.
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Figure 9: The ground-state geometries of carbon clusters C2-C10 from the TB

calculation. Bond lengths are in units of angstrums.
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structures (except n=4) show many similarities.

The tight-binding molecular-dynamics model has also been applied to the sim-

ulation of liquid carbon [56] and the results compared well with recent ab-initio

molecular-dynamics results using the Car-ParrineUo method [4]. The simulation is

performed with 64 atoms and with periodic boundary conditions. The density of the

sample is chosen to be 2.0g/cre 3 according to Ref. [4] and the MD cell is fixed in

a cubic shape. After 20000 MD steps for thermal equilibrium at temperature about

5000K, a statistical average of structural and electronic properties of the liquid is

computed over an additional 30000 MD steps (corresponding to 21 ps). In Figure 10

and Figure 11, the results for the radial distribution function g(r) and electronic den-

sity of states are presented. The simulation results show that the structure of the

liquid carbon is dominated by two-fold (,_ 38%) and three-fold (_ 52%) coordinated

atoms and with an average coordination number of 2.6 ._. A gapless feature in the

electronic density of states indicates that the liquid state is metallic. These results

are in good agreement with the ab-initio molecular-dynamics results of Galli et al.

[41.

Charge Transfer Effects

In the present TB potential model, the tight-binding Hamiltonian HT B is con-

structed using an orthogonal sp 3 basis,

ai (ri,j)a!a (4.5)
i a=s,p i,j a,_=s,p

where i, j label ions and a,/3 denote TB orbitals; es and ep are the on-site energies of

s and p orbitals, and va3(ri,j) are overlap integrals between orbitals a and 3 located
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Figure 10: Radial distribution function g(r) of liquid carbon.
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Figure 11: Electron density of states of liquid carbon.
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on site i and j respectively. In doing this, it is assumed that each atom site is neutral,

i.e., no charge transfer occurs in the system. The TB potential model would then

be questionable if it were applied directly to disordered systems such as clusters and

Liquids in which charge transfers are likely to occur. This situation can be improved

by adding a Hubbard-like term

1 0 q0= - ai)Cai- i ) (4.o)

into HTB. In this equation, qi is the expectation value of the operator fti, qi = (?Ii)

gives the total valence charge at e.tom site i; q0 is 4 for sp 3 tight-binding orbitals.

Adding this term to HTB makes geometries with large transfer unfavorable. In our

calculations we used a value of u = 4 eV.

The imprt ".'dTB model is then used in the MD simulations of carbon clusters.

A comparison of the results from the TB model with Hu and from the TB model

without Hu showed that charge transfers are significant only for small clusters of size

r_ < 11. Based on this fact, in Figure 17 of Chapter 5, we use for linear chains and

monocyclic rings of n < 20 the binding energies from calculations with the improved

TB model, and for other cases the binding energies from the primary TB model.

In conclusion, our tight-binding approach gives an accurate description of the

interatomic potentials of carbon systems, which is able to reproduce the energy-

volume curves of accurate LDA calculations, with excellent transferability among the

graphite, diamond and linear chain structures. The model's prediction of dynamical

and elastic properties of graphite and diamond are also very good compared to the

corresponding experimental values. Applications of the model to the MD simulation

of cluster and liquid structures yields results which agree weU with those from accurate

U.L,,-,tALaU,*.V "*.,_*.A_U.AU.t,J'g_'.ILJ. O. vl_ r_._,_,_ bJ.gc./-b LltJ.g J./.ILULL_L ,[.;Ub_IILblCLJ. I_ILJ. LILcLY_ WJ.LLg:gD[JL_a, LIL
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cHAPTER 5. CARBON CLUSTERS (6'2 - C60 )

In this chapter, the structural properties of carbon clusters (C'r_, _ = 2- 60) are

studied using tight-binding molecular-dynamics simulations. The low-energy ground

state configurations of the clusters are obtained by annealing and compressing n

carbon atoms (r_ = 2- 60) from the gas phase at high temperatures (>__6000K).

We observed a transition from one-dimensional linear and cyclic structures to two-

dimensional cage structures as the number of atoms in the cluster increases beyond

n=20.

Introduction

Emerging as a new phase of carbon with a range of structural and chemical prop-

erties intermediate between small molecules and bulk phases, carbon clusters have

received considerable experimental and theoretical attention over the past decade

[47]. Experimentally, most studies have been conducted with mass spectroscopy

[50, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Although the mass spectra provide useful information for un-

derstanding the relative stability of the clusters, they do not specify the geometries

of the clusters. Recent breakthroughs in the synthesis process make it possible to

_31V_tULI.,_ _'/_U ,tAit OU.J.aL_a_AAk _$UtJLII,_ O,J.L_.A%_ULI_J.LbJLb_ bV C_2LC_,I.)L_ bLL_ L_LCLLblJLL, Cl,bIVLL ',21. lhd DbLLA_"

ture as a truncated icosahedron. On the theoretical side, attempts have been made
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to determine the ground state geometries of carbon clusters through total energy

calculations [47, 54, (}1, 62, (}3, (54] and computer simulations [20]. However, up to

now, reliable quantum chemical calculations are practical only for small clusters (up

to about n=10) [54] and are too time-consuming for establishing a general structural

trend. In this chapter, we present a systematic study of the structure of carbon clus-

ters as a function of duster size using tight-binding molecular-dynemics (TB-MD)

simulations.

The TB-MD Scheme

The description of the Newtonian dynamics of an array of atoms requires a

Hamiltonian which includes not only the total energy of the electron system moving

in the field of relatively static ions, but also the kinetic energy of the ions. We used

such a Hamiltonian in the TB-MD scheme [25]

= + (5.1)• 2M
t

where {,_/} denotes the positions of the ions, and Pi and M represent the momentum

and the mass of ion i, respectively. The first term gives the kinetic energy of the ions,

and the second term presents the potential energy due to the interactions among the

atomic system. We modeled VTB here as the TB interatomic potential generated in

Chapter 4, i.e.,

VTB({_i}) = Ebs({fi}) + Erep({_i}). (5.2)

In doing this, it is assumed that the electron system is always in its ground state

for a given configuration of ions so that the electronic degrees of freedom are not

explicitly involved in the dynamics. However, the electronic contribution to the ion-
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ion interaction is included in the force calculation due to the employment of the

electron band-structure energy Ebs in Eq. (5.2).

The tight-binding potential VTB is easily used in the standard molecular-dynamics

routine as briefly iUustrated in Figure 12. The total force acting on the ith atom of

the N-atom system being simulated is -ViVTB(f 1,...r'i, ...frt), and the atoms move

following Newtonian dynamics. The time step At is suitably chosen so that it is sig-

nificantly smaller than the mean collision time of carbon ions moving in the TB poten-
...9

tial field. As the atoms move, the total energy of the system, _i _ + VTB({fi}),

changes accordingly until an energy minimum is reached, and the system is then

equilibrated (at a finite temperature).

A Simulation Method

Like most of the empirical interatomic potentials, the VTB describe a finite effec-

tive interaction distance between two atoms. Considering the experimental conditions

[58] where the carbon clusters are formed in a "highly localized hot region" (i.e., high

density and high temperature) we designed for our simulation such a situation that

atoms in the system are confined in a hollow sphere with a smooth inner surface and

changeable radius r. We assumed that the atoms suffer specular reflections when

they collide with the inner surface of the sphere. By setting up the above condition,

we expect, that something about the formation of molecular structures due to atomic

interactions can be studied for a considerable long time period can be studied, even

when the number of atoms is small and the system is at high temperature.

We,, ,,_,_,_¢,.._ ,_,,_ c,,¢,t_, _ ut a z_-a_uta system to its temperature I in the

conventional way, E = K + V, where K is the kinetic energy, K = _i ½rnvi 2
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CALCULATE INTERATOMIC
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MOVE ATOMS ACCORDING TO
MI) ALGORITHM

Figure 12: A brief illustrationof empirical tight-binding molecular-dynamicsrou-
tine.
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3/2NkBT , and V denotes the potential energy. The temperature of the system

can then be controlled by scaling the velocities of atoms with a constant factor.

And the density condition of the system can be met by adjusting the radius of the

sphere. These temperature and volume adjustments are useful in searching for cluster

structures of higher stabilities. We set the time step in the annealing process to be

10-15see.

Formation and Structural Trend of C-Clusters

The reliability of the potential for applications to carbon clusters has been

demonstrated, in Chapter 4, by comparing the ground state geometries obtained

from our simulation with the results of accurate quantum mechanical calculations

for small clusters with zt < 11. For every cluster of a given size, both the linear

chain and the monocyclic ring structure are used as the starting configuration for the

simulation. After careful annealing, the clusters are found to converge to a unique

final structure regardless of initial configuration. In the range 5 < zt < 11, we found

that odd-numbered clusters prefer a linear structure, while even-numbered clusters

prefer a ring structure. This result agrees well with the accurate ab-initio calculation

result of Raghavachari et al. [54]. For the very small clusters (n < 4), the linear

chain structure is found to be the most stable geometry.

For n> 12, the clusters can be trapped in local energy minima dependent on the

starting configuration. For these clusters, we perform an annealing simulation using

the following procedures: first, the system is heated up to 10000K for a few thousand

time-steps to randomize their positions. At these temperatures, the carbon atoms are

in the gas phase and have to be confined inside a hollow sphere of adjustable radius.
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The atoms are subjected to specular reflections when they collide with the inner

surface of the sphere. The system is then cooled down gradually to about 6000K, a

temperature at which most of the clusters condense. At the same time, the volume

of the system is reduced at a slow rate to facilitate the formation of the clusters. In

general, we found that as the radius of the sphere is reduced, ring structures will

first form and will then change into the more stable cage structures upon further

compression. Finally, the system is gradually cooled down to T=0 K without any

external constraint. For a given cluster size, this procedure can produce several

structurally distinct metastable phases depending on the cooling and compressing

conditions.

As an example, we present in Figure 13 (a-g) the formation process of a duster

of C20. By cooling down the atoms from the gas-phase (Figure 13 (a)) temperature

of 10000K to 6000K, the atomic gas starts to condense, appearing as line sections.

The volume is then compressed a1".dthe atomic system accordingly experiences a

series of structural changes (Figure 13 (b-g)), from line sections to a curled line, and

then to a perfect monocyclic ring. Further compression makes twisted rings, and

eventually a closed cage which consists of 12 five-member rings. Correspondingly, we

recorded the binding energy of the cluster against volume compression in Figure 14.

Two maxima occur at r/ao=l.17 , where the ring forms, and at r/aO=0.62 , where

the cage forms, revealing that the monocyclJc ring and the cage form are two stable

phases of C20 (at T=6000K). The zero-temperature geometries of these two phases

are obtained by cooling down the system from 6000K to 4000K while keeping the

volume constraints for the ring and the cage, respectively, and afterwards relaxing

the two structures to OK. The zero-temperature cage form of C20 , with all the atoms
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Figure 13: Phases of C20 after the equilibrations at the shown temperature T and
volume V. (The V is given by r/aO, where r is the radius of a hollow
sphere, and ao(= 3.548/_) is the lattice constant of diamond). Dots are
used to represent single atoms and straight lines to connect atom pairs
when the interatomic distances are less than 1.8 _.
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being equivalent, shows very high symmetry. Its binding energy is larger than that

of the ring, this is apparent even at T=6000K.

We have also performed molecular-dynamics simulations of the cluster 6"60" We

start the simulation by heating the 60-atom system to very high temperatures (around

10000 K) in a sphere of radius 9.22 _. The carbon atoms under this condition are

found to be gas like. We then gradually reduce the temperature and the radius of the

sphere (to simulate the applied pressure) so that the atoms can smoothly condense

to a series of phases (see the perspective views in Figure 15). A closed cage of 6"60

(Figure 15 (f)) is formed at T_6000 K when the radius of the sphere is reduced to

3.832 _. The structure of the cage is very similar to that of the buckybaU, apart from

some defects which are probably due to the rapidity of the compression and cooling

processes. Further cooling to T=0 K results in a metastable 6"60 with a binding

energy of 7.89 eV.

Similar simulation annealing has been performed for 6'2 -6"60" Our simula-

tions show that monocyclic rings are energetically favorable for the clusters with

12 <_r_ ___19, while for clusters with 20 _< r_ <_ 60, the most stable structures are

cages made up of mostly 5- and 6-membered rings. Figure 16 shows some cage struc-

tures obtained by the above simulation procedure. For even-numbered clusters, the

ground state structures are highly symmetric cages while the odd-numbered cages

are always found to contain some dangling bonds. For a >_ 28, the dusters ob-

tained from the simulations are not structurally perfect, but contain defects such as

4-membered and 7-membered tings, or topological faults in the arrangement of the

5-membered and 6-membered rings. The presence of such defects are probably due

to the rapid compression and cooling in the simulation since the larger clusters have
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Figure 14: Energy (per atom) of C20 vs. volume compression at T=6000K. Circles
represent instantaneous values of energies after equilibrations. The solid
line smoothing the circles shows the energy trend.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 15:C60 cage formation process at T=6000K. (a), (b), and (c) are the phases
after 2.8ps, 4.2ps, and 5.6ps "cooking time" respectively, in a sphere of
radius 5.32 ._; and (d), (e),and (f) are the phases when the radius is
reduced to 4.61 A, 3.90 ._, and 3.832 _., respectively.
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more metastable states and require more annealing than smaller clusters [65, 66].

In Figure 17 (a) and Figure 17 (b), we plot the binding energy per atom as a

function of cluster size, ranging from n=2 to n=70 for the linear chain, monocyclic

ring, graphitic fragment and cage structures respectively. The energies of the ring

structures for 20<n<43 represent metastable intermediate structures obtained from

our simulations.

For graphitic fragments, we investigated clusters of n=6, 10, 13, 14, 16, 19,

22, 24, 42 and 54, (Figure 18 shows their geometries), which have relatively high

symmetries and a lower number of dangling-bonds within the range 6 <_r_ <_60. The

calculations performed for these fragments are geometry-optimized with all bond

lengths constrained to be equal. Shown in Figure 17 (open triangles) are also the

energies of several "defect-free" cages (C28 , C32 , C60 , C70 ) obtained by relaxing the

corresponding structures proposed by Kroto [67] based on geometry considerations.

In particular, the relaxed C60 is found to be a perfect buckybM1 which has been

verified to be the ground state geometry of the C60 cluster.

The energies of the linear chains show odd-even alternations with the odd-

numbered clusters being more stable than the even ones, a result similar to the early

prediction of Pitzer and Clementi [62]. It is also found that the ring structures are

relatively more stable for cluster sizes with n=10, 14, 18, .... This trend is similar to

the previous calculations of Hoffman [61] and Bernholc and Phillips [63]. The under-

lying physical origin of these behaviors can be attributed to electronic ct-bonding and

lr-bonding properties of these carbon structures [63, 54]. In each of the clusters, the

carbon atoms form one cr and one 7r bond to each of their neighbors. For the chains,

theze are _,o- _j_, _lbtt_;rIJ VALILJLDCI,JLLLL uansnng u_,:tu_, Luuy v_Cup+_u O_ bt_l_tIL.VIJ, JL_Jll_
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Figure 16: Structures for C20-C27 at zero temperature. Arrows mark the position
of dangling-bonds.
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Figure 17: continued.
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Figure 18: Geometries of some graphitic fragments used in the TB-MD caJculation.
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empty, leaving 2(r_- 1) (or 2(r_+ 1)) electrons to fill the 71"bonds. The odd-numbered

chains are prefered, because each of the 7r levels can accomodate four electrons and

the clusters with fuUy occupied bonds are more stable. For monocyclic rings, the

parallel and perpendicular 7r bonding planes each have a nondegenerate lowest level,

foUowed by doubly degenerate levels. The most stable rings with fully occupied bonds

are at 4m+2 (m=l, 2, ...), because every C atom contributes two _" electrons. For

the cage structures, we found that the even-numbered clusters are energetically more

favorable than the odd-numbered ones. This is beca_:_se, geometrically, dosed cage

structures cannot be formed with ai1 the atoms three-fold coordinated when n is odd

[68].

The most interesting feature in Figure 17 is the transition from one-dimensional

linear chain or ring structures to two-dimensional cage structures when n reaches 20.

We found that C20 is the smallest closed cage that can be formed in our simulations.

For C'18 and 6'19 when the monocyclic rings are further compressed, metastable

multiple ring structures (see Figure 19) are formed instead of cages. As indicated in

Figure 17 these structures are less stable than the monocyclic rings.

Discussion

We note the TB-MD scheme used in the MD simulations is a simplified Car-

ParrineUo (CP) method, which is weU known for combining the density functional

theory into molecular-dynamics simulations.

The Hamiltonian of an electron-ion system in the CP scheme is expressed as

H = _ _/.= d3r I_i 12+ _ MIR_ + _ _#vc_v + E[{q.,i}, {RI}, {avI], (5.3)
i I u

_

--

--
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Figure 19: Metastable multiple ring structures for C18 and C19 when the rings are
compressed.
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where the first three terms represent the kinetic energy (KE) of the electrons in

eletronic states _i, the KE of the ions with masses M 1 and the KE of possible

external constraints av imposed on the system, and the E is the potential energy

of the system. The dynamics the equation described includes a fictitious motion of

the electrons, so that the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface would have a

finite thickness. In simulations so defined, each time the ions are displaced from their

original position, a simulated annealing is performed in order to bring the electrons

to the corresponding ground state. To solve the equations of motion, a large number

of plane waves is used to expand the electron wavefunctions and small simulation

time steps are chosen in order to appropriately describe the electron motion. The

CP scheme has been reported to yield very accurate results when used in many

simulational studies. However, it is limited due to the large amount of computational

effort required in the associated simulations. On the other hand, the TB-MD scheme

is much simpler computationaily.

We then discuss the relation between cages with defects and the corresponding

perfect ones. Despite the presence of defects, the energies of the cages obtained by

cooling and compressing from the gas phase are very close to those of the correspond-

ing relaxed "defect-free" cages. The energy difference between the "cooked" and the

relaxed cages are 0.015, 0.0, 0.094 and 0.119 eV/atom respectively for n=28, 32, 50,

60. We believe that the general structural trend and transitions obtained from the

present simulation will remain the same even if more careful annealings are performed

to eliminate the defects.

r snaay, we note that the c_azzo_aounctance of '_ molecuze_.............. u_oDservect _60 _'"

plained solely from its high formation energy. In fact, the formation energy of C70
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is even higher than that of C60. We speculate that the abundance of C60 is related

to its highly symmetric geometry which can lead to a higher survival probability in

collisions after formation than other less symmetric clusters. We also note that the

formation energy of the C60 and C70 are still far below the cohesive energy of bulk

graphite. This suggests that it is still possible to find even larger clusters with the

two-dimensional cage geometry.

In summary_ we have developed a tight-binding interatomic potential capable of

describing accurately the structures and energetics of small carbon clusters (n__ 10)

as well as the bulk crystalline phases of carbon. Using this potential we studied the

structure and stability of carbon clusters in the region of 2 __ n __60.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

We have devoloped two tight-binding models and applied them to calculations

of properties of Si and C systems. Model 1 (see Chapter 3) was used to study the

lattice dynamics, (in particular, anharmonic effect) of diamond-structured Si and C.

The model predicts weU the thermal expansions of these two materials compared with

experimental results. Like most of the TB models, it has described weU the electron-

phonon interaction which contributes to long-range interactions among ions. The

model is also successful in calculations of electronic properties of several othe_ cases.

However, it is only good for application to systems close to the diamond structure

(i.e., not transferable). The generation of model 2 (Chapter 5) is one step further

on the way to a transferable TB potential for carbon. The model was parametrized

to some analytic functions which are similar to those of Pettifor's TB model for Si

and was fitted to accurate LDA results. It has been adjusted to be transferable to

a wide range of carbon coordinations and topologies. The results of a series of tests

including the cohesion of carbon polytypes, phonons and elastic constants of diamond

and graphite, and the structure and energetics of clusters and liquid phase show very

good agreement with the data from the LDA calculations. We think our work of

constructing TB interatomic potentials has gone one step further in the direction of

modeling covalent systems with semiempirical approaches, which have been playing
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the role of bridging the gap between ab-initio density-functional treatments, and

the pure classica_ descriptions. The good behavior of these models in a variety of

applications to Si and C shows that future development of TB models for other

materials may be fruitful, and applications to complex atomic systems may result in

the solution of many interesting problems.
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APPENDIX A: TIGHT-BINDING METHOD

This appendix gives an outline of the Slater-Koster tight-binding method [69].

The tight-binding method or Linear combination of atomic orbitals is one of

the standard methods for solving the periodic potential problems encountered in

theoretical studies of the electronic motions in solids. In solving the one-electron

Schrodinger equation h_ - _¢ of wave vector k, the wave function _ is expressed

as a linear combination of a set of basis functions _o

in the TB method is chosen to be the Bloch sums

1 N

- Ri), (2)i=1

where ckn(_- hi) is an atomic like orbital located on an atom at vector position

Ri, and with quantum numbers n which run over every atomic orbital of an atom,

and every atom in the unit cell of the crystal. The sum is to be extended over the

atoms in equivalent positions in all the un;.t cells of the crystal, assuming periodic

boundary conditions, the number of unit cells in the repeating region is N. A wave

function chosen in this way also diagonalizes the translational symmetry operations

of the crystal.
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We now find matrix components of the energy among all these Bloch sums _On,

and shall have a secular problem whose order equals that of the total number of

atomic orbitals concerned, for a general I¢point. If h is the one-electron Hamiltonian

operator, the matrix component between two Bloch sums _n and _m is clearly

N -1 y_ ezp(if¢. (Rj - Ri)) ¢*(_'- Ri)hCrn( _- Rj)dv. (3)
t,3

The sum is over the N unit cells. We notice that one of the summations in the

double sum of Eq. (3) can be eliminated, for it merely amounts to multiplying the

single summation by N, which cancels the factor N -1. If the summation over/_i is

eliminated, then we have, in place of Eq. (3)

i

In this formula, Rj - R i is the vector displacement from the atom on which the

orbital Cn is located tc one of its neighbors on which an orbital Crn is located.

Rigorous calculation of the matrix components of the energy is very tedious. This

is not only because the individual terms are difficult to wo_;. out, but also because

there are so many of them which are combined in such complicated ways. Although

eventually some methods will be developed to do this work by means of high-speed

computers, it is certaiIdy not the goal we pursue.

So simplifications are necessary. This is done by arbitrarily discarding many of

the terms which make trouble in an accurate calculation, but retaining those which are

necessary to give qualitative correctness to the method. The following simplifications

are usually made:

........... -_. -- -_......................... ___m_i .........!_.__,,,, ,! . t,ln,l,l, ....... _lll __,,,.
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i) Nearest-neighbor approximation. This is based on the fact that the integral

in Eq. (4) will decrease fairly rapidly as the interatomic distance increases because

the overlap of the two atomic like orbitals gets smaller as the atoms in question get

farther apart. We can use only nearest neighbors, or only nearest and second-nearest

neighbors, and so on, according to the calculation capability.

ii) Selecting orbitals. In this simplification we consider only atomic orbitals

whose energy is somewhere near that of the energy bands we are interested in. Serious

errors with this simplification are unlikely to happen if parameters are chosen so as

to fit certain accurately determined energies.

iii) Using crystal symmetry. Many of the integrals in Eq. (4) must be related

through the symmetry operations (rotation, inversion etc.) of the crystal.

iv) Two-center approximation. If we treat the potential energy in h as being

the sum of spherical potentials located on the various atoms and disregard three-

center integrals, then the only part of the potential we retain in Eq. (4) is the sum

of spherical potentials located on the two atoms on which the atomic orbitals are

located.

Solving the above secular proolem will result in eigenvalues e_¢and eigenstates

for vector _o_¢.

Although the use of the above simplifications reduces various integrals appearing

in Eq. (4) to a relatively small number, the calculation of remaining terms, each

of which involves the integration of two atomic like orbitals located at /_i and R3"

multiplying the spherical potentials centered on the R,: and Rj (two-center integrals)

is still appreciable because there may be many combinations of atomic orbitals and

the displacement vector (/_j -/_i) may vary over a wide range. Slater and Noster

_

m

I

_lll _ ' ' q_ lr i_ rl ' ' , , ii
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showed that the energy integr_s in Eq. (4) can be written as a sum of products,

each of which consists of a (Rj - Ri) direction-dependent part and a two-center

integral Vlll(r ) involving space quantized functions l located at /_i and lI located at

Rj. Slater and Koster then made tables of energy integrals in gq. (4) for crystals in

terms of such expressions.

In many TB models, the Vlll(r ) is written as _/l(r0)8(r), where r Ois the nearest

neighbor distance of the equilibrium diamond-structure of the material concerned,

and s(r)is a r-dependent scaling function. _ll(ro)is often called a "TB parameter".
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APPENDIX B" A FITTING SCHEME

The fitting scheme used in generating the TB interatomic potential for carbon

includes mainly the following steps.

First, calculate the electronic band structure energy E_8(r ) vs. nearest-neighbor

distance r for a set of crystalline phases: diamond, graphite, linear chain, simple cubic

(sc), and face-centered cubic (fcc), represented by a. Given a set of 8p3 parameters

and those defined in the function s(r), the E_8(r ) for structure a with nearest-

neighbor distance r can be obtained by solving the TB Hamiltonian matrix equation

and summing the eigenvalues _a over the N lowest occupied eigenstates, i.e.,
nk

O_

EbB = 2_ ea_.. (2)..nk
nk

Sui_cient_¢-pointsintheirreducibleBrillouinzoneofreciprocalspaceofthelattice

a are chosen(diamond 10,graphite36, linearchain20,sc,120,fcc110)so that

convergence is reached for each E_a (r).

Secondly, we define a fitting residue as

i

A = y_[(E_ot(rai ) - E_s(rai)) 2 - Ua(rai)2]wai, (3)
ai
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where i runs from 1, to N a, the number of energy vs. distance data-pair chosen for

structure c_, and wai are weighting factors which are chosen to favor lower-energy

structures (graphite, diamond, and linear chain). The g_(ri)obtained from the

first step are subtracted from the total energy //?_ot(Vc_i)of accurate first-principles

LDA calculations, which are read in as input data, and the energy differences are

compared with the term Ua(ri), which equals to _j )'(Ek q_(rjk))" By adjusting

the parameters of function q_(r), A = Ami n can be obtained, which is a suf_cient

condition to have a better phase diagram (i.e., a set of energy vs. nearest-neighbor

distance curves).

The above fitting procedures are performed as many times as we chose the set

of 8p3 parameters and the parameters in the 8(r), and the results of the minimized

A's give us the range within which good phase diagrams can be chosen and thus

satisfactory TB parameters can be determined.
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